le Hunt
Puzz

Puzzle Hunt Checkpoint: 5

Don't forget sending your Tracking SMS:
UdS

PZ teamname PUTB to +49 1577 57 85 681

Help location: backside of German Red Cross donation box in Scheidter Str., near Rentrischer Str. crossroads

Is it on the woody estates of the university? Is it in a building where the new generation of economists is being raised? Can
you get a tasty espresso there? Is it south of Aula, where a copy of Renoir hangs in the corner? Are there hundreds of people
with notebooks there? Can you get methanol and xenon there on a regular basis? Would you expect to learn legendary
Esperanto or the language of chilly Estonia in a nearby building? Is it usually full of wholly esteemed philosophers? Or
maybe known computer scientists? Or annoying lawyers? Is it under a loose paving stone in front of the place, hidden from
your eyes? Do many visitors of the place suer from serious eyestrain from avid book reading? Is it behind a machine which
emits banknotes? Does the location normally move with time? Is it north of B2.1? Or at the girl's statue near the enormous
Audimax? Is it in the south external staircase of our top-notch Mensa? Is it a place which oers a nice panorama? Is it a
place where you happily escape and unwind? Is it inside a building where contemplative people write lengthy essays? Is it
the door to the main building of people dealing with binomials and another nonsense? Is it in Buenos Aires or down in the
packed streets of Hanoi? What about in some ruins in Lebanon? Is it possible to see a really esteemed student dormitory
from it? Is watching porn or your favorite sitcom going to help? Will just following your nose solve it? Wouldn't it be better
just to go home now? Does being paranoid help? Should we ignore all the hints already given? Is it completely essential to
read this text carefully? Yes - after answering these slyest questions you denitely understand where to go, don't you?

